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ABSTRACT
The addition of CNG fuel in conventional diesel engines has increased the efficiency
of engines and reduces diesel fuel consumption. The CNG fuel injected into the
combustion chamber through inlet air system. The objective of this paper is to
investigate of how airflows and CNG fuels are mixed and enter to the engine cylinder.
This paper method is based on CFD simulation. The simulation of incoming airflow and
CNG fuel on modified diesel engines that are developed with the addition of an inlet
valve opening are expected to provide an overview of the effect of inlet valve lift on a
dual fuel engine. The structural stress approach by varying the opening of the inlet valve
during the default condition of 7.28 mm, 3.64 mm, 10.92 mm, and 14.56 mm. The
investigation results shown that at the time of opening at 14.56 indicates the average
increase air speed and increase the mass of airflow and fuel. Result shown that the
power from the valve opening 14.56 mm has been increase.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The importance parameters in diesel engine performance are geometric components for
efficiency. Engine efficiency such as thermal efficiency, brake heat efficiency, mechanical
efficiency, volumetric efficiency and relative efficiency [1-10]. A wide variety of port entrance
geometry patterns are used to achieve this over the diesel size range.
The dual fuel technology has been more successfully used in engines with slow variation of
load, where the engine speed varies in a small range. The engine ratings typically indicate the
highest strength at which manufacturers expect their products to deliver robust strength,
economy, reliability, and durability under service conditions [9-15].
Air-fuel mixing is very important in the internal combustion engine. The excellent in the
air-fuel mixing has been increase combustion in the engine cylinder. The first effect has been
increased the engine performance such as power, torque and efficiency. The second, the airfuel mixing has been reduced the emissions [16-37]
The objective of this paper is to investigate the air-fuel flow and mixing in the intake system
of duel fuel engine. The dual fuel is mean CNG and diesel fuel. The parameters to investigate
is using CFD simulation. The numerical simulation is using GT-Power software to collect the
internal boundary data. GT-Power is powerful numerical simulation software to investigate the
internal combustion engine [17-21]. The CFD simulation is using 3D model. The software of
CFD namely ANSYS. The detail investigation strategy is shown in research method.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
The research method the steps of the research investigation conducted. The first step is engine
specification to collect the data of the engine for the investigation. The second step numerical
modelling to collect the data of engine parameters for the internal boundary condition. The third
is CFD modelling to investigate the air-fuel flow and mixing.

2.1 Engine Specification
Duel fuel engine is based on the principle of spark ignition engine, where the use of diesel
engine to ignite gas fuel as a step ignition or ignition. In the gas engine mixture of gas and clean
air enter the combustion chamber first when the suction step. Then when the compression
before reaching TDC gas fuel is injected into the pre-chamber, inside the gas pre-chamber is
switched on by diesel fuel then burns first before entering to the main chamber or combustion
chamber.
In this step, the data collection and specification of Yanmar TF85 MH diesel engine. Which
has been be used to load the modelling appropriately. In this paper data taken from measurement
is valve, combustion chamber, intake port of Yanmar TF85 MH. The measurements covered
the overall dimensions of the Yanmar diesel inlet valve TF85 MH. Data input in this research
is obtained from manual measurement and engine specifications, the dimensions are presented
in Table 1. Another data input is taken from engine simulation software, GT Suites. Data
consists of internal boundary conditions is shown in Table 2.
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Table 1 Engine Specification
Parameters

Value

Cylinder Bore
Cylinder length
Intake valve diameter
Intake valve length
Exhaust valve diameter
Length of exhaust valve
Compression ratio

85 mm
87 mm
32.5 mm
84.1 mm
27.5 mm
84.1 mm
1:16

Table 2 Interal Boundary Condition
Parameters

Value

Airflow rate
Pressure inside cylinder
Overlap valve

68.26 m / s
68.232 pa
0.1 mm

2.2 Numerical Modelling
Duel fuel engine is based on the principle of spark ignition engine, where the use of diesel
engine to ignite gas fuel as a step ignition or ignition. In the gas engine mixture of gas and clean
air enter the combustion chamber first when the suction step. Then when the compression
before reaching TDC gas fuel is injected into the pre-chamber, inside the gas pre-chamber is
switched on by diesel fuel then burns first before entering to the main chamber or combustion
chamber.
Numerical modelling is suing GT-Power software such as shown in Figure 1. The duel fuel
engine is based on the principle of spark ignition engine, where the use of diesel engine to ignite
gas fuel as a step ignition or ignition. In the gas engine mixture of gas and clean air enter the
combustion chamber first when the suction step. Then when the compression before reaching
TDC gas fuel is injected into the pre-chamber, inside the gas pre-chamber is switched on by
diesel fuel then burns first before entering to the main chamber or combustion chamber.
The modelling process is carried out to conduct research and investigate the airflow and
camshaft stress when variable valve lift is used on a single cylinder engine. Modelling is done
by creating internal combustion model and camshaft of gas engine in 3D with Autodesk
Inventor such as shown in Figure 2. Model making is based on engine data obtained from GTPower. The drawing is done by drawing Bore diameter, intake valve depiction, exhaust valve,
intake pipe diameter and drawing of exhaust pipe [38]. In this process has been adjusted at the
time of modelling depiction and has been modified valve lift that has been be used in the
calculation process later that is 3.64 mm, 7.28 mm, 19.92 and 14.56 mm which later this study
has been be compared the speed and mass of air flow at the valve opening.
The calculations were numerically calculated and solved by transient analysis of the intake
and compression of stroke for the piston crown below engine speed at 2000 rpm and completed
its boundary conditions. The five parameters for the fluid flow and turbulence characteristics
obtained from the simulation has been be considered to verify the homogeneity of the air
structure for mixed preparation so that better fuel and combustion mixtures can be achieved. In
this work, there is no simplification of the built-in geometry model and the intake calculation
involves the intake port and the moving valve so that the flow field can be fully investigated.
Specifically, the observed differences for two different piston bowl forms in the fluid flow
parameter configuration and turbulence characteristics during the inlet pressure and
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compression are discussed and some conclusions can be drawn out. In general, this study
provides insight into the effect of the piston bowl shape on the characteristics of air structure
patterns for direct injection.

Figure 1. Numerical Modelling of Yanmar TF85 MH
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Figure 2. Engine Modelling Process of Yanmar TF85 MH

2.3 CFC Modelling
Air-fuel flow simulation using Fluent is a fluid analysis step which can be measured more than
one port to be analyzing at the condition of air entry and other fluid. Fluent flow simulation is
selected because it can include two fluid inputs to be analyzing step to input geometry and
compose geometry. In this step is determined where the fluid has been entered, where air has
been come out, and choose valve for intake and exhaust [18].
Internal combustion model of the machine that has been made in the previous step then
simulated with the software CFD namely ANSYS is shown in Figure 3 – Figure 5. The purpose
of CFD is to know the spread of mixing speed when air and fuel are fed into the model. Is an
input parameter where the state is adjusted to the actual engine condition. The input parameters
used are: Pressure inlet from the fuel that has been be input on the simulation in accordance
with the results have been modelled on GT power. This parameter is derived from GT Power
data on a single-cylinder gas engine. Setup is the process of calculation that has been be
processed by the software. In the parallel process determines the number of processors in the
computer, the more processors the faster running is done. Conversely, if running using a serial
or a processor has been needed long time.
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Figure 3. Engine Modelling

Post stage aims to display the results of data processing that has been done on the running
process. The results obtained can be either numerical data or visual data. The data obtained has
been be used as an analysis of the velocity and mass of the airflow when air enters in accordance
with the valve opening variation. From the simulation it has been show the Contour Velocity
or the speed contour showing how the flow has been occur in modelling flash, it has been be in
know how the pattern of airflow and fuel during combustion. Then to know the result of average
velocity and mass of air flow that happened can be seen at calculator function to know the
quantity of airflow density and mass that happened. The data obtained is the average velocity
and average airflow mass in meshing step aims to create area extents that has been be used as
a process of calculation analysis by software. The smaller the area given the more detailed the
calculation. However, the longer the meshing process has been done. CFD solver process aims
to perform data processing with computer numerical calculation of all parameters specified in
the domain and boundary condition. At this stage, the parameters used are maximum iteration
3000 iterations, and using automatic timescale. The iteration is used to obtain convergence, ii
the matching between input and output. The smaller the difference in convergence then the
results have been more accurate. The boundary condition parameters where conditions are
adjusted to the actual conditions.
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Figure 4. Messing Process

The input parameter used is the result of the air intake simulation and the fuel that has been
be inputted to the simulation in accordance with the results that have been modelled on GT
power. This parameter is obtained from GT Power data on cylinder gas engine. The process of
calculation to be processed by the software. In the parallel process determines the number of
processors in the computer, the more processors the faster running is done. Conversely, if
running using a serial or a processor has been needed long time. In this simulation, the incoming
air material is the ideal gas with the density of 1,225 kg / m3. Internal Combustion model of
the machine that has been made in the previous step then simulated with the software CFD
namely ANSYS. The purpose of CFD is to know the spread of mixing speed when air and fuel
are fed into the model. Pressure inlet from the fuel that has been be input on the simulation in
accordance with the results have been modelled on GT power. This parameter is derived from
GT Power data on a cylinder gas engine.
Setup is the process of calculation or calculation that has been be processed by the software.
In the parallel process determines the number of processors in the computer, the more
processors the faster running is done. Conversely, if running using a serial or a processor has
been needed a long time.
Post stage aims to display the results of data processing that has been done on the running
process. The results obtained can be either numerical data or visual data. The data obtained has
been be used as an analysis of the velocity and mass of the airflow when air enters in accordance
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with the valve opening variation. From the simulation it has been show the Contour Velocity
or the speed contour showing how the flow has been occur in modelling flash, it has been be in
know how the pattern of airflow and fuel during combustion. Then to know the result of average
velocity and mass of air flow that happened can be seen at calculator function to know the
quantity of airflow density and mass that happened. The data obtained is the average velocity
and average airflow mass [18-21, 38].

Figure 5. Setup Data.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
The research method the steps of the research investigation conducted. The first step is engine
specification to collect the data of the engine for the investigation. The second step numerical
modelling to collect the data of engine parameters for the internal boundary condition. The third
is CFD modelling to investigate the air-fuel flow and mixing.
In this paper, an intake valve lift investigation was opened at half open from the maximum
intake valve intake valve opened at 7.28 and has been at 1.5x openings and 2x valve openings
at 14.56 mm. The maximum exhaust valve lift in this experiment opens at 0.1 mm. The airflow
performance of the intake valve and exhaust valve of small diesel engines in the results of this
investigation is shown in the Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Flow of intake and exhaust valve open.

Figure 7. Baseline condition flow in 2000 rpm
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From the simulation results of 3.64 mm openings at 2000 rpm Contour Velocity or contour
velocity displays airflow with fuel material that has entered the combustion chamber. Figure 7
shows that the flow of baseline and fuel is very little because of this opening the valve opens
and close very briefly. From contour velocity or speed contour displays colour where dark blue
to light blue are low fluid velocities, green colour is medium speed, and orange to red is high
speed or maximum that can be achieved. From the simulation results of 3.64 mm openings at
rpm 2200 Contour velocity displays air flow with fuel entering the combustion chamber is
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Baseline condition flow in 2200 rpm
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Figure 9. Flow of 7.28 mm intake valve opening in 2000 rpm

From the simulation results of 7.28 mm openings at 2000 rpm Contour Velocity or contour
speed displays airflow with baker material that has entered the combustion chamber, From
Contour Velocity or contour speed displays color where dark blue to light blue is low fluid
speed, green color medium, and orange to red is the maximum or maximum speed that can be
achieved. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the flow on this faucet is predicting more tumble
flows when air and fuel enter to cylinder.
From the simulation results of openings of 7.28 mm at rpm 2200 Contour Velocity or
contour velocity displays airflow with fuel that has entered the combustion chamber. It can be
seen from Figure 10 that air and fuel flow show the flow pattern that has a better turbulence
level compared with the flow at the opening of the valve at 3.59 because at this opening the
valve opens and closes according to the original state. From Contour Velocity or speed contour
displays colors where dark blue to light blue are low fluid velocities, green color is medium
speed, and orange to red is high speed or maximum that can be achieved.
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Figure 10. Flow of 7.28 mm intake valve opening in 2200 rpm

Figure 11 and Figure 12 shown the result about the influence of valve openings that deepen
affect the maximum speed that can be achieved by air and fuel. The higher the valve aperture
the maximum air velocity has been decrease. This is in accordance with the law of continuity
A1.v1 = A2 v2. Where a deeper valve aperture produces larger open area openings that can
decrease airflow velocity. From the Figure 11 and Figure 12 its can be seen that the addition of
valve openings deeper effect the air velocity of entry. The more in the valve opening the faster
the average airflow that goes into the chamber. At open valve lift 3.64 mm can reach average
air speed 74 m/s. However, it decreased at 14.56 mm valve openings to 62 m/s.
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Figure 11. Average air flow velocity at 2000 RPM

Figure 13-14 shown the influence of valve openings that deepen affect the maximum speed
that can be achieved by air and fuel. The higher the valve aperture the maximum air velocity
has been decrease. This is in accordance with the law of continuity A1.v1 = A2.v2. Where a
deeper valve opening produces a larger opening area that can decrease airflow velocity.

Figure 12. Average air flow velocity at 2200 RPM.

Figure 13. Max Air Flow Velocity at 2000 RPM
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Figure 14. Max Air Flow Velocity at 2200 RPM

The results from Figure 15-16 clearly shown that the average of kinetic energy turbulence
of the simulation result is quite increased with valve openings. Which is the highest average
kinetic energy at intake valve opening 10.56 mm with 11478 J / kg at RPM 2000 and at RPM
2200 with valve lift 10.56 mm get the value. In contrast, the lowest average velocity is a valve
with a 14.56 mm opening with 9713 J / kg. For comparison, the average speed at 4 intake valves
was 10927.8 J / kg in 3.64mm and 11003.8 J / kg at 7.28 mm and 11478 J / kg in 10.92 mm and
9713 J / kg at 14.56 mm at RPM 2200. And 8467.4 J / kg in 3.64mm and 9316J / kg at 7.28mm
and 9464.5J / kg in 10.92mm and 9113J / kg at 14.56mm at RPM 2000.

Figure 15. Max Air Flow Velocity at 2000 RPM with valve lift 10.56 mm
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Figure 16. Max Air Flow Velocity at 2200 RPM with valve lift 10.56 mm

Figure 17. Air and CNG Mass Flow at 2000 RPM

Figure 18. Air and CNG Mass Flow at 2200 RPM

Figure 17-18 shown that valve openings effect in the mass of airflow and fuel coming into
the chamber. The more in the valve opening the incoming air mass has been be higher also. Air
mass has the greatest value at 14.56 mm valve opening with air flow mass of 0.048 kg / s and
Gas at 0.0099 kg/s.

4. CONCLUSION
The highest velocity and the highest turbulence occur at 10.92 mm valve openings and mass air
most at 14.56 mm valve openings. Turbulent flow intensity has been increased in the duration
of combustion with certain turbulence intensity.
The most appropriate combination of valve openings is the 10.92 mm open aperture which
is 1.5 x valve opening at 7.28 mm. Because the valve openings of 10.92 mm have a high air
flow mass between other valve openings and have the highest turbulence level, when the air
and fuel enter has been be mixed more leverage at this opening.
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